PHARMACEUTICAL & THERAPEUTICS (P&T) COMMITTEE
Connecticut Medical Assistance Program

Wednesday May 8, 2013
6:00 pm – 10:00 pm

CCSU Institute of Technology and Business Development
185 Main St
3rd Floor – Goodyear Conference Room
New Britain, CT 06051

AGENDA

Opening Remarks
Department of Social Services

Prior Authorization for Proton Pump Inhibitors
Department of Social Services

New Business
C. Sherter, Chair

Approval of Minutes
November 14, 2012 meeting

Public Presentations (Bold indicates invited speakers)

Therapeutic Class Reviews
Kathy Novak / Magellan

- ANTIEMETICS/ANTIVERTIGO AGENTS
  - Class Review
    Dinesh Kapur MD, CT Oncology

- ANTIBIOTICS, INHALED
  - Cayston and TOBI
    Dr. Sam Pope MD, CT CF Foundation

- COLONY STIMULATING FACTORS
  - Class Review
    Dinesh Kapur MD, CT Oncology
  - Neulasta
    Michael Masamitsu PharmD, Amgen (1 of 2)

- ERYTHROPOIESIS STIMULATING PROTEINS
  - Dinesh Kapur MD, CT Oncology

- HYPOGLYCEMICS, INCRETIN MIMETICS/ENHANCERS
  - GLP-1 Receptor Agonists
    Dr. Egils Bogdanovics MD
  - Tradjenta and Jentadueto
    Angela Gaskins-Younger APRN
  - Nesina
    Eric Wittbrodt PharmD, Takeda
  - Tradjenta
    Daniel Foley M.P.H., Boehringer (1 of 2)
  - Victoza
    Justin Bakhshai, PharmD, Novo (1 of 3)

- IRRITABLE BOWEL SYNDROME
  - Linzess
    Dr. Peter Buch MD

- MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS AGENTS
  - Aubagio
    Uri Dreckshage, Genzyme
  - Copaxone
    Robert Garris Pharm D, Teva
  - Gilenya
    Dr. David Greco MD
  - Gilenya
    Thomas Algozzine PharmD, Novartis
• PLATELET AGGREGATION INHIBITORS
  • Effient  Dr. Ricardo Cordido MD
  • Brilinta  Dr. Ricardo Cordido MD
  • Brilinta  Dr. Aseem Vashist MD
  • Brilinta  Dr. Daniel Dadourian MD AstraZeneca

• ANTICOAGULANTS
  • Eliquis  Eduard Goldenberg PharmD, BMS
  • Pradaxa  Daniel Foley M.P.H., Boehringer (2 of 2)
  • Xarelto  Arlene Price PharmD, Janssen

• ANTIPARASITICS, TOPICAL
  • Sklice  Stephen Smith, Sanofi Pasteur

• BLADDER RELAXANT PREPARATIONS
  • Toviaz  Aniello Marotta PharmD, Pfizer (1 of 2)

• GROWTH HORMONE
  • Norditropin  Justin Bakhshai, PharmD, Novo (2 of 3)
  • Genotropin  Aniello Marotta PharmD, Pfizer (2 of 2)

• BONE RESORPTION SUPPRESSION AND RELATED AGENTS
  • Prolia  Michael Masamitsu PharmD, Amgen (2 of 2)

• HYPOGLYCEMICS, INSULIN AND RELATED AGENTS
  • Levemir  Justin Bakhshai, PharmD, Novo (3 of 3)

• OPIATE DEPENDENCE TREATMENTS
  • Suboxone Film  Dr. Dale Wallington MD, Reckitt Benckiser

• PAH AGENTS, ORAL AND INHALED
  • Ventavis and Tracleer  Raymond Mastriani PharmD, Actelion

• ACNE AGENTS, TOPICAL
• ANALGESICS, NARCOTIC LONG ACTING
• ANALGESICS, NARCOTICS SHORT ACTING
• ANDROGENIC AGENTS
• ANGIOTENSIN MODULATOR COMBINATIONS
• ANGIOTENSIN MODULATORS
• ANTIBIOTICS, GI
• ANTIBIOTICS, TOPICAL
• ANTIBIOTICS, VAGINAL
• ANTIFUNGAL, ORAL
• ANTIFUNGAL, TOPICAL
• ANTIMIGRAINE AGENTS
• ANTIVIRALS, ORAL
• ANTIVIRAL, TOPICALS
• BETA-BLOCKERS
• BPH TREATMENTS
CALCIUM CHANNEL BLOCKERS
CEPHALOSPORINS AND RELATED ANTIBIOTICS
CONTRACEPTIVES, ORAL
FLUOROQUINOLONES, ORAL
GROWTH FACTORS
H. PYLORI TREATMENTS
HEPATITIS C AGENTS
HYPOGLYCEMICS, MEGLITINIDES
HYPOGLYCEMICS, TZD
IMMUNOSUPPRESSIVES, ORAL
LIPOTROPICS, OTHER
LIPOTROPICS, STATINS
MACROLIDES/KETOLIDES
PANCREATIC ENZYMES
PHOSPHATE BINDERS
PITUITARY SUPPRESSIVE AGENTS, LHRH
PRENATAL VITAMINS
PROTON PUMP INHIBITORS
SKELETAL MUSCLE RELAXANTS
TETRACYCLINES
ULCERATIVE COLITIS AGENTS
VASODILATORS, CORONARY

P&T Recommendations
C. Sherter, Chair

Other Business
Recommendations for next class reviews
Kathy Novak / Magellan

Adjourn